
university research

We believe that partnering with universities in research is a vital investment of time and

resources. Such collaborative efforts with both educators and students are clear

investments in the bright engineering minds that will shape the evolving future of

technology. TI has a deep commitment to university research and is a pivotal influencer

over these industry trends.

In the past five years alone, TI and the TI Foundation have invested more than $150 million 

to support education. Higher education has received about 80 percent of these funds, with 

approximately 70 percent of that investment focused on research projects in areas such as 

energy harvesting, computational photography, biomedical electronics including geriatric 

falls prevention, power management and robotics.

Our involvement with the Semiconductor Research Corporation also broadens the scope 

of our research efforts. Nearly 200 TIers take part in SRC-funded research projects in

technical advisory roles at local, national, and international levels. TI has been a member 

company of SRC since 1987. Our investment in semiconductor research activities enables 

university educators and students in science and engineering to flourish and supports TI’s 

commitment to strengthening engineering education around the world.

online TI resources:

ti.com/university 
Offers educators, researchers and 
students information about the 
benefits of the integration of TI 
technology into course curricula, 
senior design and research project.

ti.com/students 
Provides college students career 
information and student testimonials 
about the types of degrees needed to 
pursue engineering as a career. Join 
TI and begin engineeringchange™.

Visit ti.com/education 
For a complete inventory of our 
education support.

Visit ti.com/innovation 
To read TI’s innovation story and 
commitment to research and 
development.

PursueEngineering.com 
Offers high school students and 
teachers information about 
engineering pathways and the 
importance of math and science.
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TI has a long history of university involvement; forging relationships that span the 

globe. We recruit the brightest students from the best engineering schools around the 

world and offer new college graduates unique opportunities for professional and technical 

development. We are committed to innovation and provide technical support and funding 

to pioneer new research engagements with universities. TI is ultimately committed to 

bringing the most advanced technology in the semiconductor industry to university 

curriculum worldwide - providing their students with the competitive edge necessary to 

succeed in this exciting industry and today’s challenging workplace.

university curriculum engagement – mission

To partner with educators to integrate TI technology into course curricula for hands-on

learning, and to help students complete design and research projects that will hone 

their engineering skills and abilities.

To increase the knowledge base of future engineers so they understand industry standard 

technology. TI helps develop the skills needed to tackle tomorrow’s most challenging 

problems. In time these students will either join the TI team or become our customers.

To inspire innovation and to help engineering academia effectively demonstrate the

potential of their ideas by providing university educators, researchers, and undergraduate 

and graduate students access to the largest portfolio and most advanced analog and 

embedded processing hardware and software on the planet.

university curriculum engagement – strategic components

embedding TI technology into engineering teaching labs 

Interacting with educators globally to understand the curriculum at their specific 

university and finding creative ways to intersect them with TI technology is at the 

core of our work. In many cases, using the same evaluation modules we provide our 

customers, students learn on TI platforms across analog and embedded processing. 

They take theoretical problems and perform lab exercises from simulation to actually 

solving real-world, practical solutions.

conducting design contests

Since the 1990s, TI has sponsored global design contests for undergraduate engineering

students, particularly in their senior year. This gives us the opportunity to directly 

engage with young and creative engineers, and identify future talent for us and 

our customers. It also gives students experience working with TI products to develop 

creative solutions that complement their coursework and builds the skills they need. 

While competitions are administered differently in various regions, they have common 

goals. We continue to expand the number and reach of these contests.

producing textbooks and teaching ROMs

TI partners with some of our closest educators and luminaries across the world to develop teaching material on our platforms 

to be leveraged by academia. The teaching materials make it as easy as possible for educators to adopt TI technology into their 

curriculum. teaching materials are in the form of textbooks written on TI technology and architectures, as well as teaching ROMs, 

which encapsulate PowerPoint presentation material, code examples, student lab exercises and homework problem sets into an easy-

to-consume medium. 

university recruiting – mission

Find the smartest and most ambitious students in the world and provide them with the most exciting opportunities in the industry at TI.

university recruiting - strategic components

providing student opportunities at TI 

Our student opportunities include internships and recent college graduate positions that include a mixture of challenging real-world 

projects and formal curriculum that help students develop the hard and soft skills they need to collaborate, create and innovate 

throughout their careers. TI’s interns and recent college graduates, selected from among the top performers in their disciplines, receive 

a level of mentoring, coaching and professional development they can’t get anywhere else. Disciplines such as Design, Product/Test, 

Applications, Software, and Systems engineering as well as critical functional skills such as Finance, Marketing, Communications, Human 

Resources, etc. are among those that we are always seeking.

An internship at TI is an opportunity to acquire a level of professional confidence that can only be gained from real accomplishments. 

In addition to taking on a project that’s critical to our business, our interns also have frequent access to our top leaders who share their 

experience and guidance. Interns benefit from direct coaching and mentoring from their more experienced team members to help them 

develop a variety of professional and leadership skills. TI ensures they begin their engineering career paths to success on the right foot.

direct hire programs

A recent college graduate who accepts a position at TI becomes an instant team member – learning, collaborating, building deep 

expertise in technology and business. They “learn while doing” by getting to touch the products right away, and we offer them lots 

of professional development opportunities, along with one-on-one coaching and mentoring.

offering global rotation programs

A combination of hands-on work experience and formal curriculum, our highly competitive global rotation programs are designed to 

both challenge recent college graduates and provide experience in a variety of roles to help them decide which direction they want 

to take in their careers.

ti.com/engineeringchange

quick facts about the TI

university program:

each year TI spends more than 

$25M on university recruiting, 

marketing and research. 
  Over 600 ongoing research

     projects with various         
     universities

  Over 4,000 teaching labs
     established worldwide:
       Over 2,000 focused on 
           digital signal processors and 
           microprocessors
       Over 1,500 focused on   
         microcontrollers
       Over 100 additional     
           Analog focused labs
       Nearly 400 focused on analog  
          technology

  TI technology in university
     engineering curricula touching
     more than 350,000 students:
       10 annual student design
         contests worldwide,          
         reaching over 35,000 students 
         each year
       TI technology in over 350
         textbooks worldwide in over
         10 languages
       Wide selection of teaching
         ROMs on TI Embedded
          Processors
       Plans to develop         
          Analog focused ROMS in the     
         near future

we hire: 
  750 college students each year

     and over 350 internships
     worldwide

  Recent college graduates for
     seven rotation programs in:
       Sales
       Applications Engineering
       Product/Test Engineering
       Manufacturing Management
       Finance & Operations
       Human Resources
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IMPORTANT NOTICE
Texas Instruments Incorporated and its subsidiaries (TI) reserve the right to make corrections, enhancements, improvements and other
changes to its semiconductor products and services per JESD46, latest issue, and to discontinue any product or service per JESD48, latest
issue. Buyers should obtain the latest relevant information before placing orders and should verify that such information is current and
complete. All semiconductor products (also referred to herein as “components”) are sold subject to TI’s terms and conditions of sale
supplied at the time of order acknowledgment.
TI warrants performance of its components to the specifications applicable at the time of sale, in accordance with the warranty in TI’s terms
and conditions of sale of semiconductor products. Testing and other quality control techniques are used to the extent TI deems necessary
to support this warranty. Except where mandated by applicable law, testing of all parameters of each component is not necessarily
performed.
TI assumes no liability for applications assistance or the design of Buyers’ products. Buyers are responsible for their products and
applications using TI components. To minimize the risks associated with Buyers’ products and applications, Buyers should provide
adequate design and operating safeguards.
TI does not warrant or represent that any license, either express or implied, is granted under any patent right, copyright, mask work right, or
other intellectual property right relating to any combination, machine, or process in which TI components or services are used. Information
published by TI regarding third-party products or services does not constitute a license to use such products or services or a warranty or
endorsement thereof. Use of such information may require a license from a third party under the patents or other intellectual property of the
third party, or a license from TI under the patents or other intellectual property of TI.
Reproduction of significant portions of TI information in TI data books or data sheets is permissible only if reproduction is without alteration
and is accompanied by all associated warranties, conditions, limitations, and notices. TI is not responsible or liable for such altered
documentation. Information of third parties may be subject to additional restrictions.
Resale of TI components or services with statements different from or beyond the parameters stated by TI for that component or service
voids all express and any implied warranties for the associated TI component or service and is an unfair and deceptive business practice.
TI is not responsible or liable for any such statements.
Buyer acknowledges and agrees that it is solely responsible for compliance with all legal, regulatory and safety-related requirements
concerning its products, and any use of TI components in its applications, notwithstanding any applications-related information or support
that may be provided by TI. Buyer represents and agrees that it has all the necessary expertise to create and implement safeguards which
anticipate dangerous consequences of failures, monitor failures and their consequences, lessen the likelihood of failures that might cause
harm and take appropriate remedial actions. Buyer will fully indemnify TI and its representatives against any damages arising out of the use
of any TI components in safety-critical applications.
In some cases, TI components may be promoted specifically to facilitate safety-related applications. With such components, TI’s goal is to
help enable customers to design and create their own end-product solutions that meet applicable functional safety standards and
requirements. Nonetheless, such components are subject to these terms.
No TI components are authorized for use in FDA Class III (or similar life-critical medical equipment) unless authorized officers of the parties
have executed a special agreement specifically governing such use.
Only those TI components which TI has specifically designated as military grade or “enhanced plastic” are designed and intended for use in
military/aerospace applications or environments. Buyer acknowledges and agrees that any military or aerospace use of TI components
which have not been so designated is solely at the Buyer's risk, and that Buyer is solely responsible for compliance with all legal and
regulatory requirements in connection with such use.
TI has specifically designated certain components as meeting ISO/TS16949 requirements, mainly for automotive use. In any case of use of
non-designated products, TI will not be responsible for any failure to meet ISO/TS16949.
Products Applications
Audio www.ti.com/audio Automotive and Transportation www.ti.com/automotive
Amplifiers amplifier.ti.com Communications and Telecom www.ti.com/communications
Data Converters dataconverter.ti.com Computers and Peripherals www.ti.com/computers
DLP® Products www.dlp.com Consumer Electronics www.ti.com/consumer-apps
DSP dsp.ti.com Energy and Lighting www.ti.com/energy
Clocks and Timers www.ti.com/clocks Industrial www.ti.com/industrial
Interface interface.ti.com Medical www.ti.com/medical
Logic logic.ti.com Security www.ti.com/security
Power Mgmt power.ti.com Space, Avionics and Defense www.ti.com/space-avionics-defense
Microcontrollers microcontroller.ti.com Video and Imaging www.ti.com/video
RFID www.ti-rfid.com
OMAP Applications Processors www.ti.com/omap TI E2E Community e2e.ti.com
Wireless Connectivity www.ti.com/wirelessconnectivity
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